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About This Game

Between our world and the world beyond lie the Titan Souls, the spiritual source and sum of all living things. Now scattered
amongst the ruins and guarded by the idle titans charged with their care, a solitary hero armed with but a single arrow is once

again assembling shards of the Titan Soul in a quest for truth and power.

Colossal Titans: Explore the ancient ruins of your forefathers and uncover extraordinary and unique titans, each with their own
savage attacks and hidden weakness. Find and exploit their faults to slay the beasts and consume the primeval power that lies

within them.

Simple Combat: Loose your solitary arrow at the monstrous titans and summon it back to your hand to unleash another
forceful strike. Dash and run from the titan’s attacks but do not fear death, as it is both inevitable and plentiful in Titan Souls.

Arcane Secrets: This realm is not without its secrets. Long forgotten titans are hidden in the shadows and prowling through the
furthest corners of the land – find them, destroy them, and take their souls for your own to discover the true extent of the power

that resides here.

Titan Souls | Digital Special Edition

The Titan Souls Digital Special Edition includes a digital artbook, world map, full original soundtrack and desktop backgrounds.
All files can be found in the game's folder on your hard drive.
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Excercise your critical thinking skills in this fun puzzle game. With its simplistic design and musical sound effects I found it
quite enjoyable and would highly recommend it. The concept is simple. Balls are shot from an opening and you must place
angles and or portals to get it to open doors and get them to the end. The difficulty is you must put them in the proper spot at the
proper time to achieve your goal.

  It is a great game for all ages however those under ten may need help to finish it unless they are unusually patient. A great
game to play with your children though. Get their little problem solving wheels turning! The game has some difficult levels but
not overly so in my opinion. I did however cheat on one of the bonus levels and look for the answer elsewhere.

  There are a number of free levels for download in the steam workshop as well. Just subscribe to them and they will be
downloaded the next time you start the game.

  I did not find any bugs and was not able to complete any level using less than the full complement of pieces provided. Note:
This is edited because I could not find the level editor. I did find the level editor it is in your steam files.

In my opinon it would be worth the full price of $4.99 or even better to purchase it on sale! However I prefer to let the gamer
decide how much a game is worth as it is a subjective matter. Hope this review helped.

Enjoy your Gaming!. pretty fun.. Incomplete\/Bad traslation... and for some reason cant complete the game becouse there is a
error...and probably will not fix it

I bought the game because I had a discount coupon and even then it was not worth it

I set myself the goal of obtaining the achievements but as I said before, I could not complete it

there's the error

https:\/\/imgur.com\/a\/1Oi7G
. Good Model. Runs very well with the gears. Works well on mainline work or on the branch lines.. Pros:
+ Fast-paced not-so-realistic FPS, which focusses on just "just get in there and blow stuff up", rather than being so tactical.
Probably the most "gung-ho" game I have ever bought.
+ It's fun, not hard at all, and doesn't require too much thinking, which is great sometimes after a hard day at work!
+ Remote-guided drones add a feeling of modern day tactics.

Cons:
- Graphics is a bit dated.. It's simply great. I definitely want to see the game finished.
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The perfect text-based RPG I've ever played. EVER. Fun, but what is the song? I shazaamed it but it wouldn't identify it.. Auto
placed structures and 1 soldier unit leaves this title lacking quite a lot. let us atleast place our farms and this could be a fun little
game.. Very enjoyable and interesting for a short, free game. Art and music are both fantastic. Lots of different endings, too..
This game had potential but it has been wasted. Not worth the $20 maybe $2. Hasn't been updated in 1.5 years. It's dead. Do you
like Mario games? Super Meat Boy maybe? Or an other platformer? Then this game is for you! Random generated levels
(except the story mode). A lot of different game modes to choose from. And the music is just fantastic. Just get it if you like
platformers, or if you are a masochist. Because this game is hard, but so rewarding when you complete a level.. Very low effort
was put into this PC port. They didn't even add the most rudimentary keyboard controls.
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